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Overview
• Industrial policy and the need for policy makers to think on
a systemic level
• What and how the economy produces for exports and
links with global value chains
• The South African policy alignment challenge
contextualised
• Policy and implementation misalignment – cause of the
premature death of a fledgling industry and the REIPPPP?
• Summary and policy recommendations
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Think on a systemic level
- Systems thinking
As policy t(h)inkers / makers / implementers
- what do we need to differently?

Source: Walt Disney pictures
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As policy t(h)inkers / makers / implementers
- what do we need to differently?
Between 2004 and 2008, Professor Hausmann led a group of 28 local and
international economists advising President Thabo Mbeki on the
economic policies needed to unlock the “binding constraints” on faster
economic growth.
The resulting reports are among the most rigorous and compelling
analyses of South African economic challenges, though most of their
recommendations have not been implemented.
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As policy t(h)inkers / makers / implementers
- what do we need to differently?
Einstein on madness?
– “Doing the same thing and expecting a different result”!
• We need a mind-set change and to adopt a new paradigm
in policy making – more systems thinking…
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As policy t(h)inkers / makers / implementers
- what do we need to differently?
Einstein on madness?
– “Doing the same thing and expecting a different result”
• We need a mind-set change and to adopt a new paradigm
in policy making – systems thinking…
Society
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As policy t(h)inkers / makers / implementers
- what do we need to differently?
A systemic industrial policy/strategy is required; driven by vision, pushed by
competition and openness (enabled through investment and exports)
Pulling forces – e.g.
Vision of a new growth path (welfare beyond simply GDP)
Societal goals (health, climate, social cohesion)
Excellence in specific technologies (e.g. energy efficiency)

Key role for industrial policy
need to be accentuated
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– other policies need to
align and support e.g.
Energy & Education

Pushing forces – e.g.
Competition, openness and globalisation
(and global economic developments)
Activated, trained and retrained labour force
Competitive advantages (supported by policy)
Climate change, ageing population etc.
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As policy t(h)inkers / makers / implementers
- what do we need to differently?
Systems thinking – what is it?
• A language and set of tools meant to illuminate thinking about how the
systems we are all part of actually operate.
• Built into this language are important core principles about how systems
function in order to help simplify the process and gaining of understanding
around the interdependencies and interactions.
• The approach also encourages and
enables co-operation and sharing of
ideas and concepts between
multi-disciplinary skill sets such
as within the realms of engineering,
economics, financial, environmental,
social and legal to name but a few.
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What and how the economy produces
for exports and links with global value chains (1)
The Hausmann model
• Demonstrates that the range of goods that an
economy produces
– not just determined by the usual fundamentals,
– but critically also by the number of
entrepreneurs that can be stimulated to engage in
cost discovery and the modern sectors of the
economy.
• Industrial & related policies need to be structured
– to create more opportunities for entrepreneurs
to (more easily) engage in cost discovery
– the more this happens, the more production will
realise and the returns via increased exports will
help the home market economy grow more rapidly.

Know-how
(human capital)
is the secret
sauce of
productivity and
prosperity

Know-how is key
to developing
complex goods
and services

Source: Is South Africa about to make an historic mistake?
A presentation by Professor Ricardo Hausmann
Center for International Development
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What and how the economy produces
for exports and links with global value chains (2)
The Blanchard model - exports and human capital accumulation
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What and how the economy produces
for exports and links with global value chains (2)
Simplified Blanchard model through systems thinking approach…
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What and how the economy produces
for exports and links with global value chains (3)
• Recent research
(Kummritz, 2016) based on
Inter-Country Input-Output
tables (ICIOs) compiled by
the OECD (for 61 countries
with 34 sectors) finds that
an increase in GVC
participation causes a rise
in countries’ economic
value add irrespective of
development state and income levels.
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What and how the economy produces
for exports and links with global value chains (4)

Closer to home…
UNCTAD skill & technology intensity
mapping of exported goods (HS6-digit):
• Non-fuel primary commodities (A),
• Resource-intensive manufactures (B),
• Low skill- and technology-intensive
manufactures (C),
• Medium skill- and technology intensive
manufactures (D),
• High skill- and technology intensive
manufactures (E)
and
• Mineral fuels (F).

55.8%  45.2%

32.7%  42.6%
10.3% 11.0%
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What and how the economy produces
for exports and links with global value chains (4)
While overall manufacturing of
higher skill & technology intensity ,
within manufacturing 

Automotive value chain associated
export goods

•

•

13.6% contribution of medium-skill and
technology-intensive goods exports in the
period 2002 to 2006
increasing to 16.4% during the 2012 to
2016 period
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What and how the economy produces
for exports and links with global value chains (4)
Photovoltaic cells and panels
- fledgling emerging industry with
potential?
• According to Greencape at least
12 industrial facilities for manufacturing
and/or assembly of PV cells and panels
have been set up nationally, of which
eight of these are located in the
Western Cape.
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What and how the economy produces
for exports and links with global value chains (4)
• Approximately 1.2 billion people
(or around 16% of the world’s population)
lives without electricity (REN2017).
• Furthermore about 2.7 billion people
(38% of the world’s population) do not have
clean cooking facilities.
• Sub-Saharan Africa and the Oceania region
is home to the majority of people without
access to both electricity and clean cooking
and most live in rural regions.
Global status report on renewables 2017

• More solar PV capacity was installed in
2016 (up 48% over 2015) than the
cumulative world capacity five years earlier
and equivalent to the installation of more
than 31,000 solar panels every hour.
• Own analysis of realistic export opportunities for
PV cells and panels (HS 8541.40) - 59 markets globally
that demonstrates opportunity globally (14 in Africa).
Method – see Cuyvers et. al. (2012, 2016).
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Local content – some key learnings observed
from the REIPPP programme
The danger of overburdening projects….
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Local content – some key learnings observed
from the REIPPP programme
An alternative approach required – working with the dti (IPAP2) and other
stakeholders
• Ensure objective and definition of what you want to achieve is clearly
articulated and well “socialised” by all parties
• Need to ensure whole value chain and systems thinking approach is applied
• Guard against overburdening the donkey (project) … focus on understanding
and minimizing unintended consequences
(by better understanding of real world processes, interdependencies and trade-offs)

• Rather look for economies of scale across project portfolio, than within
specific project only
Understanding & utilising interindustry linkages
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About flowers and panels…
Ethiopia case study
• 1996 - 74th country in the world
in terms of cut-flower exports
• Not on country’s radar screen
• 1999 - Imported know-how, skills
and material
• By 2003 succes attracted more
players (local & foreign)
• Government started support
programme
• By 2008 – 81 exporting firms
• Within 10 years Ethiopia moved
from 74th to 6th in world
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Easter morning 1900:
5th Ave, New York City.
Spot the automobile…

Source: US National Archives
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Easter morning 1913: just more than 10 years…
5th Ave, New York City.

Spot the horse cart…

Source: US National Archives
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Technology - changes in the air…
• While our power utility’s executives call for
“..decisions about Africa’s power generation not to be
based on emotions but on research, facts and scholarship
to ensure that the correct choices are made.” (Business
Report, 2017)
• they seem to be ignoring the very same research, facts
and scholarship that they are calling for.
• The global energy sector is in a technological and market
revolution yet many professionals and decision makers in
the electricity industry fail to fully appreciate the
implications.
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Easter morning 1913:
5th Ave, New York City. Spot the horse…
Global PV installed capacity

Fixed line
telephones took
100 years
to reach > 80% of
countries in the
world
Global PV production capacity

Mobile phones
took less than
20 years
to reach > 80%
of countries in
the world
Source: World Bank 2008 Global Economic Prospects
– Technology Diffusion in the Developing World
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Summary and policy recommendations
• Industrial and related policies need to be structured to
create more opportunities for entrepreneurs to (more
easily) engage
• Exporting of more skill-intensive goods may carry
important long-run benefits to the economy via an
empirically demonstrated increase in human capital
• A country with an industrial policy pursuing participation
in GVC networks and activities could benefit from such a
strategy if designed and implemented with
circumspection.
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Summary and policy recommendations
• The primary lesson from best practice is that
localisation must be focused on
capacity-building and value-added, rather
than mere ownership;
• the second lesson is that the localisation
requirements must be formulated in an
inclusive and transparent manner;
• the third key lesson is that localisation targets should be realistic and
based on plausible economic assumptions.
• the fourth lesson is that local content regimes, like any form of
protection, should be carefully calibrated and implemented over
time, and ideally reduced over time as capacity improves, and
• the fifth and overall lesson is that localisation should not be seen as
a “magic bullet” to systemic problems in the economy.
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Summary and policy recommendations
• Within energy space
– be watchful of implications of
un-intended consequences of
current developments, negative
implications for economic growth
and socio-economic development
– with specific reference to the potential
and actual damage via the
“Mexican stand-off” around the REIPPPP

Sign!

No Sign!
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Thank you
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